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Lessons in Stewardship of the Planet,
From the Rebbe
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The Loftiness of Humankind
The Rebbe’s 1973 Letter:
Motza’ei Shabbos, 18 Elul, 5733
To the sons and daughters of Israel, wherever they may be:
Peace and Blessing!
The upcoming Rosh Hashanah holiday teaches and reminds each person of the great powers with which
we are each endowed. This provides the opportunity not only to raise ourselves to full perfection, but
also to influence, lead, and transform the whole world around us.
It also teaches us the great responsibility not to underestimate the power of these abilities that were
granted to us, and to utilize them to the fullest, both relating to ourselves and to the world around us.
==
The Rebbe’s Footnote:
To note from the verse in Bereishit [Genesis] 1:28: “...fill the world and conquer it.” (Likkutei Torah,
Emor 38b)
==

My Expansion of Footnote
Wording of Likkutei Torah
(ad loc, left column, middle of page):
Now we can understand the concept of the verse “Let us make People...and they shall rule
over the fish of the sea and the fowl of the sky, etc.” “People” originates from the realm of
“Tikkun” [rectification], that reveals the light of Ein Sof and the “mutual inclusion” of all of the
Sefirot as mentioned above. Therefore, it is precisely human beings who can descend and rule
over all. (Zohar II 94b. ibid, III 48a)

Expansion of Zohar:
Zohar II: The Zohar discusses how people are rewarded from on High according to their merits, and
enumerates their reward in ascending order. The last, and highest, level is the following:
Should they merit further: They are granted the esoteric level of people [describing the lofty
Kabbalistic relationship to G-d’s Name], and on them it is said, “And they [people] shall rule over
the fish of the sea, etc...” Namely, that people are the “ruler,” as it were, of all creation, and they
rule over the firmaments within the four heavenly worlds, and over all the heavenly angels and
all the legions and spirits...above and below.”
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The Zohar continues, if people will utilize these tremendous powers correctly, no negative powers may
have control over them.
Zohar III: The Zohar speaks of the highest description of people in Hebrew terminology: “Adam.” This
level is where people are at their highest potential, and it is their perfection that brings perfection to the
whole world around them, as they are the greatest of all the creations. To the extent that the world was
created for the sake of Humankind, many aspects of creation were just below the Earth’s surface and
emerged only when people were created [in the “likeness” of the Divine]. When people were created
and performed G-d’s commandments, they bring perfection to everything; indeed to all the heavenly
worlds. The entire world is then encompassed in this lofty level of “Adam.”
==

My takeaway:
The Rebbe cites this Likkutei Torah here “to change as necessary...” to mean that a person has the
ability of choice--to choose either good or bad (and it does not necessarily mean “change natural
law”).
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“Briyot”: All of G-d’s Creations

Excerpt from an address the Rebbe delivered to members of a Jewish Women’s Organization in
1978 (Likkutei Sichot, vol. 38 p. 135):
The main theme of today's convention is “Good towards Heaven and good towards people.”
To be ‘good towards Heaven’ means do things for the Divine; to conduct oneself as G-d has
directed us. And then ‘good towards people’ means to be good towards our fellow person,
and to all of G-d’s creations, as well, as the Hebrew word employed here “briyot” is often
translated.
As it is cited regarding great sages of our people* who were completely careful not to cause
any pain to animals (“tzaar ba’alei chaim”) – and not only animals but even for vegetation –
such as not to damage, say, by absentmindedly plucking a “live” leaf off a tree. This precept is
also included in the commandment of “bal tash’chit,” that is, not to ruin [or waste] something
created by the Divine, for no reason…

*See three stories brought below from R’ Aryeh Levin, recalled in the book “Ish Tzadik Haya”; from R’
Avraham Yaakov of Sadigura (d. 1961), recorded in “M’Mayanot HaNetzach”; and the story with the
Previous Lubavitcher Rebbe in “Likkutei Dibburim,” here quoted in excerpt from from the Rebbe’s talk 15
Shevat 5732
R’ Arye Levin:
(p. 74 in “Ish Tzadik Haya”):
The famed Rav Aryeh Levin of Jerusalem recalled:
This was back in 1905, when G-d merited that I move to the Holy Land, to the city of Jaffa. I went
to meet the Chief Rabbi Rav Avraham Yitzchak Kook (who at the time served as Chief Rabbi of
Jaffa). He accepted me warmly, as he did to everyone he encountered. We discussed Torah
thoughts, prayed the Minchah prayer, and then – as he was wont to do – he went out to stroll in
the field, to concentrate on his thoughts. I accompanied him on his walk. En route, I plucked
some grass or flower. The Rav was taken aback, and told me calmly: “Believe me, that from my
youth, I have been careful not to tear any grass or flower for no purpose. This vegetation has the
ability to grow or blossom, and our Sages tell us that ‘there isn’t a blade of grass in this world
which does not have an angelic force above telling it ‘Grow!’’ Our Sages say elsewhere, that
every little piece says something, every stone you see is whispering some secret, and indeed,
every creation sings praise to the Almighty its Creator.”
==
R’ Avraham Yaakov of Sadigura:
(M’Maayanot HaNetzach, on the pasuk “Ki ha’Adam Etz HaSadeh”):
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R’ Avraham Yaakov of Sadigura (d. 1961), was walking on the street, accompanied by one of his aides.
On his stroll, he saw someone pass a tree, rip a leaf off its branches, and toss it to the ground.
The tzaddik was taken by shock, and immediately exclaimed: “How can one take a leaf and lower it from
its “tzomei’ach” (vegetative) status, to that of the “domeim” (the inanimate realm)?!”
==
Previous Lubavitcher Rebbe:
“ ...as the known story with my father-in-law, the Previous Rebbe, together with his father, the Rebbe
Rashab: They were once walking on a stroll, and amidst contemplating the deep words of Chassidus that
his father was discussing with him, the Previous Rebbe tore off a blade of grass or a leaf from a tree, and
crushed it in his hands. His father – whilst conversing in Chassidus – stopped, and spoke to him, calling
him by name: How can you purposelessly tear out grass?!
There, it was not an animal, but just vegetation, and not even consciously or intentionally, but just while
carried away in thoughts of Torah!”
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TESHURA – AIR
Rabbi Berel  'שיZaltzman was on “friendly” terms with the Rebbe. He once told the Rebbe that he
wanted to send his son to study at Yeshivas Tomchei Tmimim of Morristown, NJ, but had heard many
advantages about the Yeshiva in Crown Heights. The Rebbe raised his hands and said, “Yes, but the air in
Morristown is better!”
(Teshura-Memento, Tomchei Tmimim Morristown, 5755)
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TESHURA –
“EXTREMELY RESOURCEFUL”
Rabbi Binyomin Klein, the Rebbe’s secretary, once related:
This took place at the beginning of my work in the Rebbe’s secretariat. I was standing in the
Rebbe’s office, and I realized that the Rebbe took a torn piece of paper so that he could write
something on it. Immediately I ran across the hallway to our office, and brought him several
pads of paper. Yet the Rebbe instructed me to put them back, saying that he did not need them,
pointing at a whole bunch of torn scraps of paper.
That was the Rebbe’s way. When someone would send in a letter on a full piece of paper that
was partially blank, the Rebbe would tear off the unused piece and put it aside. Also, it was
quite apparent that many of his “responses” were written on pages or semi-pages which were
used from the above-mentioned scraps, or from incoming envelopes or such…
Additionally, the Rebbe would remove the stamps of incoming mail, place them in a bag, and
later sell or give them to stamp collectors...
(Teshura-Memento, Tomchei Tmimim Morristown, 5755)
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Solar Energy and the Repair of the World
Free translation from a talk of the Rebbe, 11 Nissan, 5741 (1981), (excerpt)
https://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/865890/jewish/Solar-Energy.htm

The Future of Energy is Solar
The question now is: The past is behind us. What can be done now?
Until this country will develop its own resources, and most importantly, until it finds the way to
counteract the domestic opposition, who, for various reasons, oppose the development of our own
domestic resources, whether it be oil, coal, or other underground resources – and the reason for this
opposition is well known… Even after defeating the arguments, or ignoring them, it will still take a
long time to develop these resources to the point that we eliminate the subservience, the need to
request these resources from other nations.
The Blessing of the Sun reminds us that there is an open and clear solution.
We have already begun to harness atomic energy, but this path entails various risks that need not be
elaborated here. There are also other obstacles, beginning with those erected by individuals who
benefit from not allowing this country to be self-sufficient, and especially to have the vital capacity to
power its own factories and plants.
The Blessing of the Sun reminds us: Many countries, the US included, have already begun – albeit in a
very small way, on a small scale – to harness solar energy, the heat and warmth of the sun, to use it as
a source to generate energy, to power factories, and so forth.
The southern regions of this country receive abundant sunlight, intense heat from the sun. It is quite
easy to harness the energy from the heat of the sun’s rays and transport it for use throughout the
country.
This requires far less time relative to the time required to develop the other energy sources for heat,
warmth, and so on. And this can be achieved when it is based on G-d’s help, upon faith in G-d,
ignoring any obstacles which will come from people who may have personal gain from opposing it.
And then, in a relatively short time this country will become freed of its subservience to small nations
who have oil in their lands – small countries whose production capabilities, parenthetically, were
developed by Americans in the first place.

The Jewish Responsibility to Take an Activist Stand
One might ask: When Jews get together in a house of prayer – a synagogue where many people pray;
and in a study hall – a place where many people study Torah, not to mention the many more hearing
and watching this talk live – who may be distant physically, but are nearby spiritually, for that is the
true reality of a Jew: “Their soul is primary and their body secondary,” and he brings this reality to his
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WASTEFULNESS: IT’S NOT YOURS!
https://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/938181/jewish/Wastefulness.htm adapted by Yehuda
Lang
“Recycle, Reduce & Reuse” has deep roots in Jewish tradition. Even before Greenpeace came on the
scene, the Torah had already charted out an environmental ethic. It is all in this verse in Deuteronomy
(20:19):
“When you besiege a city for many days to wage war against it to capture it, you shall
not destroy its trees.”
The rabbis of the Talmud explained, “If during times of war we are forbidden to cut down our enemies’
trees, then we certainly may not destroy productive trees in times of peace.” And it does not stop with
trees. Destroying or ruining foods, clothes, dishes, plants, springs of water, or anything else that could
be of benefit to someone is out of bounds, even if these things or resources have no owner.
Nevertheless, this is not preservation for the sake of preservation. When there is no way to fix or build
except by destroying something along the way, then destroying is really building. There are some cases
where trees may be cut down (consult a competent Orthodox rabbi for guidance on the specifics).
But there are limits to what is considered productive destruction. For example, breaking a crystal vase to
demonstrate to your children how upset you are with their naughty behavior is not considered
productive for these purposes.
“But it's mine!” a wannabe vase smasher might yelp. “Why can’t I do whatever I want with my own
property?”
The answer, according to the Torah, is that it is not really your property. You did not create it. Whatever
you own was given to you with a divine purpose. It is not yours to squander—it is in your possession to
use for the good. All that G‑d made in the world, the sages said, G-d created to glorify the Divine.
____________
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THE TORAH VIEW ON SPORT HUNTING
By Baruch S. Davidson
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.chabad.org/4944239&sa=D&ust=1610504593526000&usg
=AOvVaw0rlugDXqJ_v0u6y7Cj_a6Q
There is no verse in the Ten Commandments that reads, “Thou shall not hunt for sport.” Nor, for that
matter, does that verse appear in any other part of the Bible.
So what is so un-Jewish about hunting?
Of the billions of people who have read the Bible, more will remember its stories than its
commandments. And it is quite obvious that, as a book in which every letter is calculated, the stories
that the Bible chooses to tell are there for a specific reason. For starters, there are the messages
conveyed to us through the depiction of heroes. Even a child can pick up lessons about hospitality from
Abraham, or lessons in leadership from Moses.
Then there are the lessons we learn from the bad guys: what not to do and who not to be. Two ignoble
characters who appear early on in the Bible are Nimrod and Esau.
Nimrod’s name means “rebellion,”1 referring to the fact that it was he who led his generation to build
the Tower of Babel as a revolt against G‑d.2 Nimrod is also the king who threw Abraham into a fiery
furnace.3 He is also identified by the Talmud as Amrafel, the king against whom Abraham waged war in
order to save his nephew, Lot.4
Then we have Esau, who, as the archetype of evil, mocks the important status that G‑d gives to the
firstborn, sells it to his brother Jacob and then seeks to kill him. According to the Talmud, he was an
adulterer, a heretic and a murderer, too (one of his first victims being our friend, Nimrod).5
Interestingly enough, there are two people in the entire Bible who are described as hunters. You
guessed it: Nimrod and Esau.
Nimrod is described in Genesis 10:9:
He was a mighty hunter before the L‑rd; therefore it is said, “Like Nimrod, a mighty
hunter before the L‑rd.”
Esau is contrasted to his brother Jacob in Genesis 25:27:
And the youths grew up, and Esau was a man who understood hunting, a man of the
field, whereas Jacob was an innocent man, dwelling in tents.
What does that tell you about the Jewish attitude toward the sport of hunting?6
Of course, Jewish law does permit the slaughter of animals for food, clothing or any other purposeful
need (read Judaism and Vegetarianism).7 But this too should not be done with an attitude of cruelty, as
is illustrated in the following Talmudic story:
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A calf was being taken to the slaughter, when it broke away, hid its head under the
robes of Rabbi Judah the Prince and cried.(Yehudah Hanassi, referred to throughout the
Talmud simply as “Rabbi”) “Go,” said Rabbi, “for this you were created.” Thereupon they
said [in Heaven], “Since he has no pity, let us bring suffering upon him.” [He
subsequently suffered from physical pain for thirteen years.]
And [the suffering] departed likewise. How so? One day, Rabbi’s maidservant was
sweeping the house; [seeing] some young weasels lying there, she began to sweep them
away. “Let them be,” said Rabbi to her; “It is written (Psalms 145:9), “G-d's mercies
extend to all creatures.’” Said they [in Heaven], “Since he is compassionate, let us be
compassionate to him.”[At which point his physical pain dissipated.]8
Beyond that, Jewish law prohibits causing any unnecessary pain to animals. This is derived from the
injunction in Deuteronomy (22:4),9 “You shall not see your brother’s donkey or his ox fallen [under its
load] on the road, and ignore them.”10 Here, the Torah requires a Jew to help unload an
overburdened pack animal as quickly as possible, even if the animal belongs to a wicked person.11
Similarly, kosher slaughter is done in a way that causes the animal the least amount of pain.12

If one hunts and leaves the game writhing in pain, or maimed for the rest of its life, one clearly
transgresses this moral code.13 One could argue, however, that the above rule does not apply in a
case where one kills the animal and swiftly takes it out of its pain.14
There is another Jewish value to which this sport would run contrary: the laws of conservation.15

Everything in this world has a “soul,” a spark of Divine purpose, or that which animates it until it
reaches the goal for which it was created. If a human being has a need for this other creation, then
the animal and vegetative kingdom are contributing to a person’s mission in this world, which is
ultimately the soul of every creation’s existence (see The Development).
If one is hunting to utilize the hides of animals for things that are justifiably beneficial for people, this
purpose is achieved. Similarly, if the animal is being used for medical research, this can be justified.
But if one is killing animals for sport, one is cruelly depriving the animal from realizing its ultimate
potential.
The Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, of righteous memory, referred to the
cruelty of hunting in his talk of January 31, 1972.16 He recounted the story of his predecessor, the
sixth Chabad Rebbe, Rabbi Joseph Isaac Schneersohn, where he was rebuked by his father when he
mindlessly tore a leaf off a tree (see “The Leaf“), illustrating that this idea applies to carelessly ruining
the plant kingdom as well.
This aversion to hunting is expressed in another teaching of the Talmud. The book of Psalms opens
with the verse, “The praises of a man are that he did not follow the counsel of the wicked, neither did
he stand in the way of sinners, nor sit in the company of scorners.”
The Talmud states that “‘neither did he stand in the way of sinners’ refers to one who does not attend
kenigyon.”17 Rabbi Shlomo Yitzchaki, the foremost commentator of the Talmud (known as Rashi),
explains that kenigyon means “hunting animals, using dogs, and their entire intent is for play and
fun.”18
Accordingly, it is ruled in the Code of Jewish Law that “it is forbidden to hunt with dogs, because this
constitutes ‘the company of scorners.’”19
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Whether because there is an actual prohibition involved, or because it runs contrary to the morals
and values taught by the Torah, hunting is not a good sport for a nice Jewish boy or girl. Try
basketball.
FOOTNOTES
1.
Talmud, Pesachim 94b.
2.
Talmud, Chullin 89a: “I bestowed greatness upon Nimrod, and he said: Come, let us build us a city” (Genesis
11:4).
3.
Talmud, Eruvin 53a.
4.
Ibid.
5.
Talmud, Bava Batra 16a.
6.
This reasoning was given by the Rabbi Yechezkel Landau (1713–1793), Chief Rabbi of Prague, in his volume on
Talmud and Jewish law, the Noda B’Yehudah (Mahadura Tinyana, Yoreh De’ah 10).
7.
“If any man, whether of the family of Israel or a proselyte who joins them, traps a quarry of wild animals or birds
that may be eaten, and spills its blood, he must cover [the blood] with earth“ (Leviticus 17:13). The law here
refers to catching an animal in order to kill it through kosher ritual slaughter.
8.
Talmud, Bava Metzia 85a.
9.
This obligation is also mentioned in Exodus 23:5.
10.
There is a Talmudic debate (Bava Metzia 32b) if the broader prohibition of not causing pain to animals is actually
a Biblical prohibition, or a Rabbinic prohibition based on this. The majority of authorities on Jewish law are of
the former opinion.
11.
See Talmud Bava Metzia ibid., and Maimonides in his Code of Jewish Law, the Mishneh Torah, Laws Regarding
the Murderer and the Preservation of Life, ch. 13.
12.
See Sefer HaChinuch, mitzvah 451. See also ibid. 186, where he points to the Torah’s expression “he has spilled
blood” used regarding the purposeless killing of animals, which is reminiscent of the expression used for killing
humans (see Judaism and Vegetarianism).
13.
See Rashi to Talmud, Avodah Zarah 11a, where he says that it is forbidden to cause a kosher animal to become
treifah, fatally injured. See, however, Tosafot ad loc. Responsa Shemesh Tzedakah (late seventeenth century)
cites this as another issue posed by hunting.
14.
This is deduced from the dialogue recorded in the Talmud, Chullin 7b, where Rabbi Judah the Prince sought to
eliminate the danger of being kicked by a wild mule. When he suggested maiming them—“I shall hamstring
them”—the reply he received was, “You would be causing suffering to the animals.” When he suggested just
killing them, the reply was, “There is the prohibition against wanton destruction.” It is implied that killing them
would not be considered causing suffering to animals. See, however, R. Bezalel Ashkenazi, in his volume Shitah
Mekubetzet on the Talmud, Bava Batra 20a, in the name of Rabbi Joseph ben Meir ibn Migash, where he says
that there is a prohibition of causing pain even if the animal died immediately, which is waived only in the face
of actual benefit to a person.
15.
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The source of this law, known as bal tashchit, is Deuteronomy 20:19, where the Torah prohibits the cutting
down of a fruit tree in the course of war. Jewish law interprets this as a prohibition against all wanton
destruction. One who breaks vessels, tears clothes, demolishes a building, stops a spring or disposes of food
unnecessarily, transgresses the prohibition of bal tashchit. (See Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Laws of Kings
6:10).
16.
Corresponding to the 15th day of the Jewish month of Shevat.
17.
Talmud, Avodah Zarah 18b.
18.
The Midrash (Vayikra Rabbah 13:3) takes this a step further and says that one who does not participate in the
kenigyon in this world will merit to see the “Celebration of the Leviathan '' in the World to Come.
19.
See Rabbi Moshe Isserles (the Rema) and commentaries to Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 316:2; Rabbi Shneur
Zalman of Liadi, Shulchan Aruch HaRav, ibid. 316:3.
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place in the world-- to speak words of Torah, words of inspiration and the Fear of Heaven, or at least
related to a Jew’s service of G-d through fulfilling the commandments. Why talk about other nations
and their obligations in the Seven Noahide Laws and all their details?
Granted, G-d commanded these laws at Sinai as well, starting with the Exodus, as the Torah states:
“When you take the people out of Egypt you will worship G-d upon this mountain.” That is when the
universal duty began, which Moses received from G-d and transmitted to the Jewish people, that
every human being must maintain a civilized society through fulfilling the Seven Noahide Laws and all
their derivatives. Yet here we are discussing a topic that does not pertain specifically to Jews, only as
citizens of this country.
Nevertheless, Torah exhorts a Jew: “Seek the welfare of the city” in which you find yourself.
Most importantly, this issue concerns Jews behind the Iron Curtain, that they should be able to study
Torah under better conditions than they were able to until now, and that they should be free to fulfill
mitzvot under better conditions than they were until now.
It also affects the welfare of the Jews in this country.
Therefore, those opposing this project should not be heeded. In fact, these efforts are funded by the
very monies paid to import oil from other countries, at least a significant portion of it.
As to the question: “What can be accomplished by a small group of Jews who don’t make energy
policy getting together and discussing this issue amongst themselves?” First of all, Maimonides states
that the Torah of Truth rules that when a Jew asserts even a single statement based on Torah, “he is
obligated to view himself and the entire world as equally balanced,” and his one statement can tip the
entire scale, “for himself and the entire world to the side of merit, and bring salvation.” In addition,
experience has shown that words initially spoken in private, and later publicly, through effort,
reached a wider audience and were eventually heard in Washington.
So we should not be discouraged, for we have already seen that this has an influence, and with G-d’s
help, a greater influence than can be foreseen. As said before, this is for the good of this country
itself.
We’re not advocating a favor for anyone else or for one segment of the population. The entire
country will benefit from freeing itself of its subservience to those countries which have this resource.
The subservience is entirely unjustified. It is plainly ungrateful… We don’t recognize and thank G-d for
bestowing this country with plentiful sources of energy, beginning with solar power.

The Blessings of the Sun
We recently recited in the Blessing of the Sun: “Nothing is shielded from its heat” – there is not a
single corner of the Earth that is hidden from the sun’s warmth. But there are various degrees: some
locations can generate enough energy to provide not only for themselves, but also for their
neighboring regions; and some can supply the entire country.
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When this potential is fully harnessed it can even generate a surplus, allowing the US to export the
energy to other nations as well.
And once America is freed from this subservience, it can proceed with stronger influence – and there
won’t even be a need for force: The mere knowledge of our independence will nullify the pressure,
because they will have nothing with which to threaten once they will see that no heed was paid to
those who wished to prevent such independence.
And this should be done as a fulfillment of G-d’s command to fully utilize the resources provided,
especially the resources given to this Nation of Kindness, for it to use for the individual good and for
the common good, for the good of this entire nation and the entire world, to promote true goodness
which is “Good for G-d and good for the creations.” There’s no doubt that this will ultimately be
achieved – at first, step-by-step, slowly.
Just beginning this will cause fear in those who oppose goodness and justice, and those who are
opposed to the notion of all people living free, and of Jews living free – which, for Jews, means to live
in accordance with Judaism, “For in the nation’s peace, you will have peace.”
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Kabalah, Chassidus and the Earth:
Spiritual Meanings from Mystical Sources
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THE ELEMENTS:
“Fire, Air, Water, and Earth are the source of all that is above and below.” (Zohar). We use
these four words to represent the four foundational characteristics – corresponding to the four
letters in G-d’s name – that can be found in all things, spiritual and physical. These are not the
elements we study in chemistry, but rather the metaphysical characteristics that make up all of
existence, from a block of wood to the human spirit. Take Fire for example. On a physical
plane, Fire represents heat, energy, and light. Emotionally, Fire can represent anger, yet also
love. But spiritually, Fire represents the constant yearning of the soul toward something higher, as
well as the revelation of the divine light. King Solomon writes in Ecclesiastes that “G-d has placed
the universe in the heart of man”, for when a person fixes the four elements that are within
themselves, they bring fixing to the totality of the four elements as they exist within the entire
universe
Likutei Torah bamidbar daf hey bottom of first column, and Tanya perek alef
*********
The Arizal taught: Even in completely inanimate matter, such as stones or earth, there is a soul and
spiritual life-force. When we look beyond the physical, we are able to perceive the G-dly energy
that exists within all of G-d’s creations, even the seemingly inanimate.
Shaar Hayichud vehaemunah perek 1
****
On the physical plane, Air is the gases that surround us and what we exhale when we breathe. But
Air also represents the quality of lightness, of weightlessness. And it is the Air we exhale
that carries our words, communicating our thoughts and feelings.
We tend to use metaphors like fire to describe G-d, because we usually think of G-d when we
see something shocking or miraculous. But it is Air that truly reflects the infinity of G-d. Air
represents G-d’s all encompassing presence, and it is only an infinite G-d who can allow His
presence to go by unnoticed, just like we barely notice the Air our existence depends on1. Sefer
HaLikutim, Avir 497.
The Hebrew work for Air, a
 vir , contains the same letters as the Hebrew word for light, ohr . But
while o
 hr , or light, represent a divine revelation that can be defined and quantified, avir , or Air,
represents the truly infinite, a divine revelation that can not be defined or measured in the way
that light can. This is why a room can be easily darkened, but air will always find its way in2. Sefer
hamamorim 5704:238.

1
2
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When we talk we exhale, and every time we exhale we are affecting the air around us. What
we say can purify the air, or pollute it. It’s up to us.
Air is more important to life than food and drink. Just as we thank G-d for providing us with our
food, we also need to thank G-d for every breath we take. The last verse in Psalms reads “Every
soul, neshama , should praise G-d”. Says Rabbi Levi: “For every breath, neshima , we should
praise G-d”.3
Igros 1 :238.

*******************
To have knowledge truly affect you requires bittul – total immersion in the pure
waters of knowledge. True knowledge is not about you, it’s about the Divine truth of
the knowledge and your humble recognition that you are a transparent channel for
this knowledge. Like a fish submerged in water – always connected and aware that
its entire sustenance comes from the water.
The people of Noah’s generation possessed great knowledge, yet their action
brought about The Flood. The waters of the flood came to remind the world and
purify it with a total immersion, reminiscent of the world as it was at the beginning of
creation, completely submerged in water, the source of life, and a foretaste of the
world that will be “filled with Divine knowledge as the waters cover the sea” – a
knowledge that transforms the person into a Divine vehicle, preventing human hurt
and destruction.
****

3
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The Loftiness of Soil as Spiritual Partner
Igeres HaKodesh (Companion to Igeres Hakodesh 20 see text to follow)
The very earth that we humans unthinkingly trod upon, has a unique ability that even the loftiest of
spiritual realms does not possess. The ability to create something from nothing, physical materiality
from spiritual potential, is embedded within the soil of the world. Soil contains within it the ability to
make things grow. Where no concept of growth can be physically seen, out come the plants and trees
that sustain the world. Myriad spiritual levels channel spirituality and holiness to our material world, but
none of them can create something out of nothing. They can only adapt and pass down what is within
their power to grasp. The ability to create, that comes from the essence of Hashem itself, is present in
the earth and its spiritual source, the foundation of earth.
How come? How does such a potency exist in what seems to be the most material of places?
There is a core idea in Chassidus that when it comes to the Seder HishTalshelus [the spiritual creating
chain that brings about life ]סדר השתלשלות--the chain or process by which we humans can access and
understand the holiness of Hashem and the purpose of the world--the “beginning is wedged into the
end” []נעוץ תחילתן בסופן. Because Hashem’s entire reason for creation was a desire to bring about a
physical world--this physical world that we inhabit--“the end,” is in a sense the true expression of the
initiation of the Seder HishTalshelus, “the beginning.” Therefore, just as the beginning Hashem’s desire
for a physical world has the power and ability to create “something from nothing” [Yesh M’Ayin - יש מעין
] so to, the end, the most physical, the earth, does so as well.
We, corporeal humans, can quite clearly see the creative properties of the earth. This is not a remote
spiritual concept but rather a visible and constant reality. This is not a temporary ability that was
granted to the earth once during the six days of creation to facilitate the creation of the broader world,
but rather an unceasing ability on the part of the earth to create, to nurture, and to raise anew.
Even with regards to plants that require seeds, a prior existence that would seemingly preclude the
earth’s creation of “something from nothing" (because actual seeds are placed in the ground and are
expected to grow) these are an articulation of the same process of creation Yesh M’Ayin ““יש מעין
[something from nothing). What gives seeds the ability to grow into trees that are incomparably larger
than the seeds themselves? The seeds may have existed previously, but the incredible growth that they
generate is on an entirely different scale from a seed’s original physical stature. The earth in which the
seeds lay, quiet and unassuming, has the unique spiritual and physical ability to awaken from inside the
seeds themselves a world of growth. This ability to create is an approximation of the process that only
the Ain Sof ( אין סוףinfinite power) of Hashem can otherwise bring into being. In other words, the earth,
unlike the innumerable spiritual realms above it, has a M’Ayin “ ”מעיןan approximation of the
extraordinary ability to create, that is the purview of the Ain Sof of Hashem.
In fact, the additional nurturing necessary to raise a plant or tree from a seed is a wonderful example of
the Avodah [“ ”עבודה-work] that we must do in the world. Just as the earth, in concert with its
implanted seeds, contains the ability to create Yesh M’Ayin [something from nothing], but yet it
nevertheless must be helped along by a caring gardener, so too the world has within it the absolute
potential of the spiritual, but we must actively contribute through the doing of Mitzvos and the learning
of Torah, to realize in actuality the worlds unlimited potential.
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Igeres HaKodesh Chapter 20
To summarize: Both the indwelling aspect (the kav) and the transcendent (“encompassing”)
aspect of the [infinite] Ein Sof-light are present not only within the sefirot,
the neshamah, nefesh-ruach, and the kelim of each of the worlds but also within all the created
beings of these worlds. The difference lies only in the degree of manifestation—whether it be a
“radiance,” a “radiance of a radiance,” or a “radiance of a radiance of a radiance.”
When the creative light is present at the first and most direct level (“radiance”), though it is not
the essence of the [infinite] Ein Sof-light that is manifest, the light will still be of the same
nature; it retains the same mahut. When it manifests as a “radiance of a radiance,” the creative
light will be essentially different and merely bear some external resemblance to its source in the
manner of its manifestation; only its metziut remains Divine. When, however, it is manifest as a
“radiance of a radiance of a radiance,” as is the case with all created beings, it does not retain
even the metziut of the original radiance; the Divine radiance merely descends into the metziut of
the created being.
The Alter Rebbe now goes on to say that when the radiance descends in the third manner, it is
manifest only in creatures of the lowest order, those deriving from the element of Earth, this
element being lower than the other elements of Fire, Air, and Water. And it is mainly within the
physical earth that the Divine power of creating yesh from ayin is revealed. This power derives
from the essence of the Ein Sof-light; it is primarily found in the encompassing light and is
revealed through the kav, the inner light.
This becomes apparent in the ability of the earth to make things grow: the physical growth of
vegetative matter from the spiritual power of growth found in the earth is a clear demonstration
of yesh resulting from ayin. Furthermore, the earth reveals this power constantly: it constantly
produces vegetation as yesh from ayin. In this, it differs from all living things that were created
during the Six Days of Creation. Unlike all living things which, once created, simply reproduce,
the earth consistently continues to reveal its creative power of yesh from ayin.
Thus, though the radiance within the earth is merely a “radiance of a radiance of a radiance,” it
nevertheless demonstrates G-d’s creative power because it comprises both the encompassing
light and the light of the kav, which activates the power of the encompassing light to create and
animate created beings.
The Alter Rebbe also explains that the distinctive power described above was revealed
specifically within the earth because Earth is the lowest element of all. For, as explained above,
it is specifically at the lowliest level of creation that the “rebounding light” manifests the essence
of the original illumination with superior intensity.
Furthermore, in addition to all that was mentioned above,48
ֶתר ַעל ֵכּן ַעל ָכּל ַהנִּ ְז ָכּר ְל ֵעיל
ֶ  י,וְעוֹד זֹאת,
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the radiance of the radiance of the radiance, which descends into a created being utterly
concealed, being then neither the mahut nor the metziut of Divinity, and
nevertheless containing both the inner illumination of the kav and the encompassing light,
האָרָה ְד ֶהאָרָה ְד ֶהאָרָה,
ֶ
and all the above, i.e., the manner in which both these levels of illumination
ultimately radiate within created beings,
וְָכל ַהנִּ ְז ָכּר ְל ֵעיל
demonstrates its power and ability, inasmuch as it is a G-dly radiation descending
from malchut of Atzilut, in the element of the physical Earth in an immense manifestation
ַשׁ ִמי ְבּגִילּוּי ָעצוּם
ִ
ָ היא ַמ ְראָה כָֹּחהּ וִי ָכ ְל,
ְ תּהּ בִּיסוֹד ֶה ָע ָפר ַהגּ
surpassing [that of] the elements (viz., Fire, Air, and Water) that transcend it, and even
the heavenly hosts,
שּׁ ַמיִם
ָ  וְגַם ִמ ְצּבָא ַה,ֶתר עֹז ִמיסוֹדוֹת ָה ֶע ְליוֹנִים ִמ ֶמּנּוּ
ֶ  ְבּי,
for they do not have it in their power and ability to constantly bring forth something
from nothing (yesh me’ayin),
תּ ִמיד
ָ תּם ְלהוֹצִיא יֵשׁ ֵמאַיִן
ָ שׁ ֵאין ְבּכֹ ָחם וִי ָכ ְל,
ֶ
like the element of Earth that constantly makes something (yesh) sprout from
nothing (ayin), namely the herbs and trees that constantly grow from the earth’s vegetative
power.
שׂבִים וְאִילָנוֹת
ַ ִכּיסוֹד ֶה ָע ָפר ַה ַמּ ְצ ִמ
ָ  ֵהם ֲע,תּ ִמיד יֵשׁ ֵמאַיִן
ָ יח
Even those plants that result from sowing and planting are produced in a manner that
resembles yesh me’ayin, for the seed or seedling disintegrates and serves merely to arouse the
vegetative power.
(49As for the mazal, the individual angel of destiny, “that strikes [each herb] and says,
‘Grow!’”—
(אוֹמר " ְגּדַל
ֵ ְ"וְ ַה ַמּזָּל ַה ַמּ ֶכּה ו,
Our Sages teach that “there is no blade of grass below that does not have a mazal above that
strikes it and says to it, ‘Grow!’”50 Would it not seem, then, that in addition to the earth’s
vegetative power, there is another factor in growth?
this takes place [only] after the plant has already sprouted.
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שׂב
ַ שׁ ְכּבָר צ
ַ היְינוּ ְל,
ַ
ֶ ָמח ָה ֵע
ֶ אַחר
Once the plant exists as a created entity, it merely has to grow taller, the tree has to produce fruit
with a certain taste, and so on—and these stages relate to the mazal.
The mazal does not tell it to sprout ex nihilo into substantiality but only to grow from
being small to being large or to bear fruit of its own particular species.
ָטיּוּת
ִ ָשׂאת ְפּרִי ָכּל ִמין
ַ אוֹמר לוֹ ִל ְצ
ֵ וְ ֵאינוֹ.
ִ ָטי ְפּר
ֵ וּמין ִבּ ְפר
ֵ  וְל,קּוֹטן ְלגוֹ ֶדל
ֶ מוֹח ֵמאַיִן ְליֵשׁ ֶאלָּא ִמ
In Or Hatorah,51
 the Tzemach Tzedek explains that the mazal sends forth an arousal to the power
of growth that is found within the grass or tree, causing it to grow. The basic cause of growth,
however, lies in the abovementioned vegetative power.
Elsewhere,52 the Tzemach Tzedek explains that the above-quoted “smiting” means that
the mazal illumines the particular tree or grass with which it is connected, causing it to be drawn
to its source and hence to grow ever larger.
For before it sprouts, to whom would the individual mazal of each particular herb ordain
all its details?)
ָטיּוּת
ַ אמר ָכּל ַמזָּל
ַ ֹ)אבָל ְבּ ֶט ֶרם יְִצ ַמח ְל ִמי י
ִ ָטי ְפּר
ֵ שׂב ִבּ ְפר
ֲ
ֶ שׂב וְֵע
ֶ וּמזָּל ְל ָכל ֵע
[The abovementioned plants of the earth grow, then,] from the vegetative property
within it, which is insubstantial and spiritual, while they are physical.
ַשׁ ִמיִּים
ָ ְשׁהוּא אַיִן ו
ֵ מ ַהכַֹּח ַה.
ֵ
ְ  וְ ֵהם גּ,רוּחנִי
ֶ ,שׁבּוֹ
ֶ צּוֹמ ַח
What we have here, then, is yesh from ayin, which, as explained above, derives from the essence
of the Ein Sof and finds expression in the element of Earth. Why specifically there?
This is so only because the “feet” of adam kadmon culminate at the lowest level of Asiyah,
שׂיָּה
ִ תּיּ
ִ תּית ֲע
ִ ת ְח
ַ ְימים ְבּ
ַ  ֶאלָּא ִמשּׁוּם ְדּ ַר ְגלֵי "אָדָם ַק ְדמוֹן" ִמ ְס,וְ ֵאין זֹאת,
The “feet” (i.e., the last and lowliest levels) of adam kadmon, the Primordial Thought that
encompasses all the levels of creation, concludes in the lowest degrees of the nethermost world,
the World of Asiyah, and specifically, in the lowly element of Earth within it.
And “below His feet,” i.e., below the lowest levels of adam kadmon, radiates the
[infinite] Ein Sof-light which encircles (i.e., transcends) all worlds,
סּוֹבב ָכּל ָע ְל ִמין
ֵ ָרוּך־הוּא ַה
ֵ
ת ַחת ַר ְגלָיו ֵמאִיר
ַ ְו,
ְ אוֹר־אין־סוֹף בּ
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At the very “place” at which there ceases the indwelling Divine illumination that permeates all
the worlds, there begins the “encompassing” degree of Divine light that transcends all the
worlds.
without any great interruption between them, except for the Iggulim of adam
kadmon alone.
 רַק ִעיגּוּלֵי "אָדָם ַק ְדמוֹן" ְלבַדּוֹ,ֵיהם
ֶ  ְבּלִי ֶה ְפ ֵסק רַב ֵבּינ.
The Primordial Thought of adam kadmon consists of two modes of illumination—yosher (lit.,
“straightness,” i.e., a permeating mode) and Iggulim (lit., “circles,” i.e., a transcendent mode).
Where the former mode ceases and there remains only the latter (which is not absolute infinity
like the Ein-Sof light that transcends all worlds), there is found the absolutely infinite
illumination of the Ein-Sof light that transcends all worlds equally.
Also, the kav of the Ein Sof-light, culminating at the end of the “feet” of adam kadmon,
radiates from below upward, in a mode of or chozer, a reflected light.
תּיֵּים ְבּ ִסיּוּם ַר ְגלֵי "אָדָם ַק ְדמוֹן" ֵמאִיר ִמ ַמּ ָטּה ְל ַמ ְעלָה ִבּ ְב ִחינַת "אוֹר חוֹזֵר
ֵ
"קּו" ֵמ
ַ אוֹר־אין־סוֹף ַה ִמּ ְס
ַ וְגַם ַה
",
As mentioned above, this is a light that rebounds upward with increased intensity from a surface
which blocks its further downward progress. Hence, for example, the atmosphere closest to the
earth’s surface is warmer than the atmosphere in altitudes which are nearer to the sun. In the
same way, when the beam of the kav, whose function is to infuse the inner reaches of all created
beings with Divine light, reaches the furthest stages of the Divine thought that encompasses all
worlds and created beings, it bounces back with sharper impetus: it is now an or chozer.
This is like the investment [of the kav] in arich anpin, abba and imma,
and za and nukva of Atzilut, which radiates as an or chozer from malchut of Atzilut,
ַאצִילוּת – ֵמאִיר ְבּאוֹר חוֹזֵר
ָ ִיך אַנְ ִפּין" וְ"אַבָּא וְא
ֲ נוּקבָא" דּ
ֲ שׁ ַה ְמלוּבָּשׁ בּ
ֶ ְכּמוֹ
ְ ְִמּא" וּ" ְז ֵעיר אַנְ ִפּין ו
ְ ַ"אר
ַאצִילוּת
ִ
ֲ מ ַמּ ְלכוּת דּ,
and malchut of Atzilut, [if the sefirot are considered] from below upward, is [thus] a
category of keter, as mentioned earlier in this epistle,
ַאצִילוּת ִהיא ְבּ ִחינַת ֶכּ ֶתר ִמ ַמּ ָטּה ְל ַמ ְעלָה
ַ
ֲ וּמ ְלכוּת דּ,
and “their beginning is wedged in their culmination.”
ָתן ְבּסוֹ ָפן
ָ תּ ִחלּ
ְ "וְ"נָעוּץ.
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With regard to malchut, this means that the “beginning” of keter, which is loftier than chochmah,
is to be found within malchut. With regard to the kav, it means that the “beginning” of the kav is
wedged in the culmination of the “feet of adam kadmon,” which ends in the nethermost levels of
the World of Asiyah, in the element of Earth.
Since the purpose of the kav is to reveal Divinity, the element of Earth best reveals that aspect of
G-d’s infinity which expresses itself in creating yesh from ayin, as the Alter Rebbe now
concludes.
It is likewise at the culmination of the kav of the Ein Sof-light, culminating at the ending
of the yosher of the “feet” of adam kadmon:
"יּוֹשׁר" ְדּ ַר ְגלֵי "אָדָם ַק ְדמוֹן
ֵ
"קּו" ְדּ
ַ אוֹר־אין־סוֹף ַה ִמּ ְס
ֶ תּיֵּים ְבּ ִסיּוּם ַה
ַ "וְָכ ָכה הוּא ְבּ ִסיּוּם ַה
I.e., when the “feet” of the lowest levels of adam kadmon descend into the interior of the various
levels all the way down to the very lowest level, the element of Earth at the lowest level
of Asiyah—
it (i.e., the kav) [then] radiates from below upward, from the glimmer of a glimmer of a
glimmer that is found within the physical earth to the category of the light of
the neshamah of the malchut of the malchut of Asiyah,
שׂיָּה
ֵ
ִ ַע
ָ ְמאִיר ִמ ַמּ ָטּה ְל ַמ ְעלָה ִל ְב ִחינַת אוֹר ַהנּ,
ֲ שׁ ָמה ְדּ ַמ ְלכוּת ְדּ ַמ ְלכוּת דּ
This light, the light of the neshamah, is in fact the lowest level of spirituality within Asiyah.
For Asiyah is the lowest of the worlds; malchut is the final sefirah within Asiyah; and of the ten
component sefirot that comprise malchut, “malchut of malchut” is the lowest.
Nevertheless, since it is, after all, the light of the neshamah, which is actual Divinity, as the Alter
Rebbe now goes on to say.
which is actual Divinity, originating in the chitzoniyut (the exterior aspect) of
the kelim of malchut of Atzilut, which, as said above, becomes the “light of
the neshamah of Beriah, Yetzirah, and Asiyah.”
ַאצִילוּת
ֲ  ֵמ ִחיצוֹנִיּוּת ַה ֵכּלִים ְדּ ַמ ְלכוּת דּ,שׁהוּא ֱאלֹקוּת ַמ ָמּשׁ.
ֶ
In this lowest level of the light of the neshamah, that which is in Asiyah, there is found the
illumination of the final degrees of Asiyah (i.e., that which in created beings is the final level),
and this “enables” the Ein Sof to reveal its capacity for creating yesh from ayin as demonstrated
in the above-described constant power of growth.
According to the statement in ch. 20 of Sefer Hagilgulim, cited in Likkutei Amarim,53
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ִקּוּטי ֲא ָמרִים
ֵ  הוּבָא ְבּל,'"ס ֶפר ַה ִגּ ְלגּוּלִים" ֶפּ ֶרק כ
ֵ שּׁ ָכּתוּב ְבּ
ֶ – וּ ְל ִפי ַמה
this radiance from the kav of the [infinite] Ein Sof-light vests itself first in the light
of Atzilut in Asiyah,
שׂיָּה
ֵ
"קּו" ְדּ
ִ
ִ ַע
ֶ תל
ֲ שׁבּ
ֶ אוֹר־אין־סוֹף ְבּאוֹר ָה ֲאצִילוּת
ֶ תּ ִחלָּה ֶהאָרָה זוֹ
ְ שׁת
ֶ ַבּ
ְ מ,
ַ שׁל ַה
and from there to the Beriah and Yetzirah in Asiyah,
שׂיָּה
ִ
ִ ַע
ֲ שׁבּ
ֶ וּמ ֶמּנָּה ִל ְברִיאָה וִיצִירָה,
and from them to the category of the light of the neshamah of the malchut of
the malchut of Asiyah.
שׂיָּה
ֵ
ִ ַע
ָ ְוּמ ֶהן ִל ְב ִחינַת אוֹר ַהנּ,
ֲ שׁ ָמה ְדּ ַמ ְלכוּת ְדּ ַמ ְלכוּת דּ
From this derives the [creative] power and force in the culmination of the keli of
the malchut of malchut of Asiyah, i.e., the lowest degree and sefirah of Asiyah, within the
element of Earth.
שׁבִּיסוֹד ֶה ָע ָפר
ִ ַע
ֶ שׂיָּה
ֲ וְ ַעל־יְדֵי ֶזה יֵשׁ כַֹּח וָעוֹז ְבּ ִסיּוּם ַה ְכּלִי ְדּ ַמ ְלכוּת ְדּ ַמ ְלכוּת דּ,
This is the constant and everlasting effect, throughout the earth, of the creative
utterance, “Let the earth bring forth herbs…,”54 this fiat being the source of the power of
vegetative growth
ָעד
ָ פּוֹעל ְבּ ֶק ֶרב ָהאָ ֶרץ
ֵ ִהיוֹת
ְ  ל,"'שׁא ָהאָ ֶרץ וְכוּ
ֵ "תּ ְד
ַ וְהוּא ַמ ֲא ַמר
ֶ תּ ִמיד ְלעוֹלָם ו
(55in a mode of infinitude,
( ְבּ ִחינַת ֵאין־סוֹף,
Not only is the capacity for growth an instance of yesh me’ayin and a result of G-d’s infinitude:
the same is true of its constant recurrence.
and not only during the Six Days of Creation, as with the fiat, “Let the waters bring
forth [an abundance of creeping creatures],”56 and the fiat, “Let the earth bring forth
living beings.”57
וּמ ֲא ַמר "תּוֹצֵא ָהאָ ֶרץ ֶנ ֶפשׁ ַחיָּה
ַ ,"ִשׁ ְרצוּ ַה ַמּיִם
ֵ שׁת י
ִ ְמי ְבר
ֵ "וְלֹא ִבּ ְלבַד ְבּ,
ְ  ְכּ ַמ ֲא ַמר "י,ֵאשׁית
ֶשׁ
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CREATION VS. MANIPULATION

Tzvi Freeman
The Creative Force Invested Within
Tanya, Book II Sha’ar Yichud V’Emunah - Gate of Unity and Faith
Chapters 3-4
Chapter Three
Considering all the above, any thinking person will come to a realization: Every created
“something” is really absolute nothing in relation to the active force within the effect, the
“breath of G-ds mouth” that isifies it constantly, generating it at every moment from utter
nothingness into somethingness.
Why does every created effect appear to us as a tangible something? Only because our physical
eyes cannot perceive the G-dly force, the breath of G-ds mouth within that created
phenomenon. If, however, the eye would be allowed to perceive this energy—this breathlike
current running through each creation originating from G‑d’s speech and breath—we would no
longer perceive the physicality of any created being. Its existence would be absorbed and
annulled within the context of the breathlike energy running through it. After all, without that
breathlike energy, it would revert to its pre-Creation state of absolute nothingness. The only
thing constantly regenerating it and re-isifying it from nothingness into somethingness at every
moment is the breathlike energy running through it, originating from G‑d’s speech and breath.
If so, without that energy, it truly has no existence at all.
The analogy for this is the radiance of the sun that illuminates the Earth and its inhabitants. This
luminance and radiance is an extension of the sun itself as it becomes visible to all, shining upon
the Earth and within its atmosphere.
Now it is quite obvious that this radiance and luminance also exists within the actual body of the
sun up in the sky. If it radiates and illuminates at such a distance, certainly it can do the same
within its actual place. It ijust that there in the context of its origin the significance of this
luminance is totally annulled. Why? Because its very existence as a discrete entity is annulled
within the context of the origin of this radiance and luminance, the actual globe of the sun. After
all, this luminance and radiation are nothing more than a mere reflection projected from the
real thing, the body of the sun’s globe.
Only here, within the Earth’s atmosphere beneath the heavens and upon the earth in the
absence of the actual globe of the sun, here this radiance and luminance appears as a real
“something” to everyone’s eye. Here it can be called a true “something.” But not so within its
origin, within the body of the sun. There it cannot be called a “something” at all. There it can
only be called nothing and nil. Because truthfully it is nothing and nil there, since all that shines
there is its origin alone, the radiant body of the sun, and nothing else.
Now take that picture and apply it exactly the same way to the relationship between all created
beings and the G‑dly current from the divine breath that flows upon them and isifies them. That
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current is the origin of creations. Creations themselves are nothing more than a radiance and
luminance that extends out of the current and breath of G‑d as it flows and invests itself within
them, projecting them out of nothingness into somethingness.
It comes out that within the context of their origin the created beings are nonentities—just like
the light of the sun that loses all identity, becomes relatively null and void, and in no way can be
called a something within the context of its origin. Only once it reaches the space beyond the
sun, in the absence of its origin, there the light can be called a “something.” Similarly, none of
the creations can be called something in any way except to our physical eyes. Since we do not
have the capacity to perceive anything of their origin—the breath of G‑d that isifies them—that
is why our eyes perceive the physicality of the created things. That is why they appear as
tangible matter, as though they are an absolute existence—just as the light of the sun appears
to be an absolute existence outside of its origin.
This is where the analogy breaks down. In the analogy of the sun’s light, the origin does not exist
at all within the space beyond it and upon the earth. Therefore, its light appears to be a real
entity. In the case of the creations, however, they remain constantly within their origin. It is just
that this origin is not perceptible to physical eyes. So the question remains: Why are they not
completely nil within their origin?
Understanding this, however, requires a preface.
Chapter Four
"For Havayeh Elokim is a sun and a shield."
The shield spoken of here is not for the sun’s protection, but rather a kind of sheath for the sun
so that the creatures here on earth can bear its light. You will find this same idea in the words of
our rabbis: “In time to come, G‑d will remove the sun from its sheath. The wicked will be judged
by that light…”. You see that the sheath is shielding not the sun, but those upon whom the sun
shines.
Just as this sheath shields us from the sun, so the name of Elokim acts as a shield to the name
Havayeh, may G-d be blessed.
You see, the name Havayeh has a meaning: It is a form of the verb “to be,” meaning that G-d is
causing everything to be something where otherwise there would be nothing. The yud at the
beginning of the word tells us that this act of causing things “to be” is ongoing—as Rashi
explains the words “So Job would do every day”—where it means that Job would constantly be
doing this. So too here, the meaning of this action of “isifying everything” is constant and
continuous.
What we are talking about then is the current of energy originating from G‑d’s mouth and spirit
that is running at every single instant through all created beings, isifying all things out of nothing
into something at every moment. As we said before, just having been created in the primordial
six days is not reason enough to still be here.
Now, in the order of G‑d’s praises, it is written, “the Great and the Mighty…” These are two
distinct modalities, both belonging to G‑d alone.
When we call G-d “great,” we are referring to the modality of chesed (kindness), meaning that
the energy extends into endless worlds and creations in a boundless way, so that creations
emerge out of nothing into something and are sustained unconditionally. This is called
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“greatness,” because it extends out of G‑d’s essential greatness: “For G‑d is great and this
greatness cannot be fathomed.” Therefore, G-d also extends energy and existence from nothing
into something to worlds and creations without limit, “for good naturally does good.”
This modality is a praise reserved for G‑d alone because no created being has the capacity to
create something from nothing and give it life. It also transcends the intellectual capacity of any
created being; no creature can rationally approach this modality or attempt to understand how
it creates something out of nothing and vitalizes it.
Why is it that “creation out of nothing” is beyond the comprehension of any created being?
Because it is an expression of G‑d’s essential greatness. All of G‑d’s attributes are perfectly one
with G-d and G-ds greatness is no exception, as the Zohar says, “G-d and G-d’s causations are
one.” If so, just as it is not within the capacity of any created being to comprehend its Creator,
so it cannot comprehend any of the Creator’s modalities.
Now, just as no created being has the capacity to grasp this modality of G‑d’s greatness
—meaning the capacity to create something from nothing and vitalize it, as written, “The world
is built with kindness (chesed)—none has the capacity to fathom G‑d’s modality of might
(gevurah). This is the modality of retracting and containing the spread of vital energy from G-ds
greatness, so that rather than an open descent, energizing and sustaining the creations overtly,
the energy is masked so that it remains undetectable within the actual created being. The
creation now appears as though it were an autonomous entity and not simply the artifact of a
non-physical current of energy. Rather than appearing as sunlight appears—as nothing more
than the radiance of the sun—it is now “a something” all of its own.
Truthfully, it is not its own entity, but actually quite similar to the sun’s radiation. Yet that itself
is the awesome might of a wholly transcendent G‑d: G-d can do anything, and so G-d can retract
this breathlike vitalizing energy that flows from the breath until it becomes undetectable, so as
not to annihilate the identity of the created being.
This is the facet that no created mind can fathom: What kind of restrictive process is this that
renders a vital force undetectable—and yet a creation emerges out of the void? This is not
within the capacity of a created being to comprehend—just as no created being can fathom how
something can be created out of nothing to begin with.
Chapter Six (Additional explanation)
Now, the name "Elokim" is this modality of might and of restriction. That is why the sum of the
numerical equivalents of its letters equal that of the word used in Hebrew for natural law:
Because this modality of Elokim causes the light from above to remain undetectable even as it
isifies and vivifies the world, it results in a world that appears to exist and operate by natural
law. This name Elokim is the shield and sheath of the name Havaye: The modality of Havaye i s
that of light and energy causing something to emerge out of nothing and the modality of Elokim
is to keep that light imperceptible to the created beings so that their existence will not be
annihilated within its context.
As it turns out, this name of Elokim is also the benevolence (chesed) out of which the world is
built.
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Bringing Light Into the World and Into Our Lives:
Lessons for Life and Our Personal Divine Service
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THE STRUCTURE OF A TREE AND THE SERVICE OF HUMANKIND
Igros Kodesh of the Rebbe, Vol. 1, p. 248
Adapted by Dovid Shraga Polter
https://www.sie.org/templates/sie/article_cdo/aid/2347612/jewish/Nature.htm
The holiday of Tu B’Shevat, the New Year for Trees, celebrates the reawakening of the plant kingdom
each spring. On a deeper level, this corresponds to the human potential for periodic growth and
self-renewal, for continual advancement in the quest for spiritual enlightenment. From everything a
person observes, one can harvest information that adds to one’s wisdom. This includes such
commonplace occurrences as the blossoming of a tree.
Trees, like most species in the plant kingdom, consist of three distinct parts: the roots, the body (trunk,
branches and leaves), and the fruit (a peel or shell, the fruit itself and its seeds). Some observations can
be made from the differences between these parts.
The roots, although completely hidden from view, draw in the tree’s primary life-force. It is only through
its root system that a tree achieves physical stability; if its roots are strong, the tree will not be
uprooted, despite all the winds blowing against it.
The body of the tree comprises the trunk, which provides its main source of balance. Over time, the
trunk, branches and leaves thicken, also adding to the body. The tree’s age can thus be determined from
the rings in the trunk.
However, the ultimate perfection of a tree, and its route to immortality, comes through the production
of fruit. Within each seed lies the potential to germinate a new tree, generation after generation.
A verse in Scripture reads:1 “Behold, man is like a tree of the field.” Indeed, many aspects of a person’s
spiritual life can be viewed in terms of qualities apparent in a tree.
The roots represent faith, through which a person is connected to their source of life, the Creator. As
one gains in knowledge of the Torah and enactment of its precepts, one’s life-force is drawn from a
basic faith in G‑d.
The tree’s trunk and body correspond to Torah study, fulfillment of mitzvos and good deeds, activities
which should comprise most of a person’s dealings. Through the abundance of mitzvos that one
performs, and one’s attainments in Torah study, the age of a person can be discerned, denoting a life
filled with wisdom and achievement.
The fruits of a human being are one’s achievements and the degree of perfection that one reaches
through them. Besides fulfilling all the obligations that are incumbent upon a person, one is able to
influence their friends and environment, that they too should strive for perfection. In essence, a
person’s role is to act as a seed which triggers the blossoming of other trees, so that they also acquire
roots (faith), trunk and branches (Torah study and good deeds), and in turn bear fruit (helping others to
live better).
In conclusion, a person’s roots, and one’s main source of sustenance, is simple belief. Weakness in faith
jeopardizes one’s spiritual existence, despite physical stature or material position in life. This is because
the major function of every individual--the actual backbone of one’s structure--is found in the good
deeds that hopefully increase daily.
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Yet, a person only attains true completion when one “bears fruit”, when one is able to impact positively
on others and inspire them to actions that in turn help them fulfill the ultimate purpose of their
creation. In this manner, one’s efforts produce a legacy that survives and grows from generation to
generation.
FOOTNOTES
1.
Devarim 20:19; see Ta’anis 7a.

------------
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THE LESSON OF SOLAR ENERGY
The sun radiates energy (or, in the words of the first chapter of Genesis, “to give light to the Earth”). If
the sun had the same temperature and energy but did not radiate its heat, it would be of no value to
our planet.
So it is with a Jewish person, whose main function is to shed spiritual light, benefiting others through
the mitzvah of Ahavas Yisrael (love of fellow Jews). Without the capacity to reach out to others, we
would function as a “black hole” instead of the luminous stars that we were created to be.
Adapted by Dovid Shraga Polter as related by Herman Branover in” Return,” p. 173
https://www.sie.org/templates/sie/article_cdo/aid/2347613/jewish/Solar-Energy.htm
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TEFILLIN
[Response dated month of Tevet, 1968]
With great wonder I received your letter, in which you write about a certain person’s opposition to
wearing tefillin [phylacteries], claiming that we are not allowed to hurt other creatures.
What is the connection? For tefillin may also be crafted from the hide of animals who had died naturally
(see Tractate Shabbat 108a). And – on the contrary, according to this person’s opinion– instead of
disposing of the animal’s hide to waste, or making shoes for the person’s feet – it would be incumbent
to make from this hide something that will elevate the person and sanctify him, even “as a crown on the
head” as the verse states [see Ezekiel 24:17; Tractate Berachot 11a]. Especially, as elucidated in
Kabbalistic and Chassidic texts – that which is performed through wearing tefillin effects all the
[supernal] worlds [see Tanya, Kuntres Acharon, s.v. David Zemirot, etc].
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The Rebbe’s Letter for 5741:
As G-d directs each and every one: “Fill the world and conquer it.” [This means] conquer the world by
means of “filling” it with genuine light, so that all will see that the entire world belongs to G-d.
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Selected Excerpts from Sun Sichos
'לקו"ש חלק כ, Likkutei Sichos, Chapter 20 p.288
The sun is a boundless repository of light. It does not require an external source of light to shine but
rather, on its own, it is powerful enough to shine and to spread its bountiful blessings of light. The
learning of Torah and observance of Mitzvot share a similar innate ability. No external force is needed to
express the illumination that comes about through Torah and Mitzvot. Unlike the moon, which reflects
further the light that it receives from the sun, the sun makes the world bright without any external
assistance. Going about one’s daily routine while imbuing it with the spirit of holiness that is derived
from walking in the ways of Torah--like the moon’s way of sharing light--is extremely important. Such
conduct is a vital element in the continued refinement of the world, but one must also ensure that the
fire of the sun, the actual fulfillment of Torah and Mitzvot is properly maintained. As with the sun,
learning Torah and doing Mitzvot are themselves the true source of light, no outside help required.

לקו"ש חלק כ"ב, Likkutei Sichos, Chapter 22 p.19
When one sees the sun, it is easy to think that the sun’s existence is an immutable fact. The sun is always
present, day in and day out, revolving in a consistent manner. Seeing the sun and the sway that it holds
over the entire world, one can understandably fall prey to the belief that the sun is a creation and
existence of its own, one independent of Hashem (G-d forbid). After all, humans wholly depend on the
sun for our life and vitality. From plants to animals, everything is nurtured by the light of the sun. Life
itself seems to be a blessing bestowed by the sun upon the earth and its inhabitants. Nothing would
grow and no one could live without the sun and its enlivening heat. It is not too difficult to appreciate
how a person could be misled by the fallacy that the sun is an all-powerful being, for it is plain to all that
lives how important and incredible the sun is in their lives. In fact, however, the sun’s existence is
another testament to the Koach ( כחpotential) that Hashem implanted, and constantly implants, within
creation. The sun’s unceasing stability is given to it by Hashem. The sun could not remain unwavering, as
a “statute that is given and does not falter” ( )חק נתן ולא יעבורif Hashem did not continuously stand by it
and give it life. Instead of potentially fueling the mistaken belief of its omnipotence, the sun serves to
persistently remind us that even the most wonderful creations in the world are but a work of Hashem,
only made possible by the same support and life that Hashem gives the sun.

לקו"ש חלק כ"ה, Likkutei Sichos, Chapter 25 p.635
While the sun remains consistent, the moon waxes and wanes. Yet, the moon’s light comes from the sun
itself. Both share light with the earth, but in entirely opposite ways. These two ways of sharing or
embodying light are pertinent to each and every person. Humans thrive on routine but simultaneously
we long for something new. The familiar is as necessary as the novel. In Judaism, when it comes to our
“[ 'עבודת הwork” or “service” for Hashem], the same ideas apply. Some sources of holiness are constant,
daily prayers, the weekly Shabbos, and yearly holidays, while other sources of holiness are more
spontaneous, such as random acts of kindness or an unexpected chance to learn. Both paths are
elemental to our Judaism, the regular must be maintained while the exciting and inspiring must be
sought. Without the steadfast backbone of the sun however, the inspiring aspects of the world would
have nothing to build on. The sun, our repeated efforts to serve Hashem, will motivate us to want more
and climb higher, to be the moon and further reflect and share the light that we can shine through
seeking out new and exciting opportunities to spread G-dliness in the world.

‘לקו"ש חלק ז, Likkutei Sichos, Chapter 7 p.155
The sun’s uniformity and lack of change from one moment to the next is an apt parable for the unceasing
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sameness of Hashem. Similarly, the unadulterated simplicity and purity of the sun’s rays is a parable for
the [ אורlight/energy] of spirituality. The reason for these enlightening comparisons between Hashem
and the sun, imperfect and inexact analogies as they may be, is not because the sun just happens to
resemble certain properties of Hashem and holiness, but rather because the sun derives from the שמש ה
[the spiritual idea of a sun). In other words, the sun’s physical existence is in some respects only in
existence to teach us about spirituality and Hashem, to serve as an example for abstract concepts so that
we can more readily understand and relate to them.
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RECYCLING: A LESSON IN SPIRITUAL PRACTICE
Sichos in English, Igros Kodesh of the Rebbe, Vol. 4, p. 302
adapted by Dovid Shraga Polter on chabad.org
https://www.sie.org/templates/sie/article_cdo/aid/2347621/jewish/Recycling.htm
We sometimes need to be cleansed and purified before we can be useful again as a vessel to serve G-D
The process of recycling consists of taking previously used items and rendering them fit to be used
again. From their earlier usage, these objects contain bacteria that could have a detrimental effect on
anything that comes into contact with them. One technique of removing the impurities is to place the
item in a sealed room and raise the temperature. The bacteria will be unable to withstand the intense
heat and consequently the object will be sterilized and is fit to be reused.
We find a similar theme in our personal conduct. When the yetzer tov (good inclination) enters a person
at the age of 13,1 they are already “used,” in that the yetzer hara (evil inclination) existed since a
person’s birth. Furthermore, the evil inclination asserts that it has authority over an individual's
thoughts, speech and actions because it has seniority and has resided in the body longer.
There is a specific solution to this problem: we can prevent the yetzer hara from seizing control of our
mental and physical faculties by guarding against the intrusion of foreign thoughts or improper
intentions.
This can best be accomplished by temporarily enclosing oneself in the “sealed room” of a synagogue,
yeshivah or other place of Jewish study and prayer. In this environment, a person can “warm up” with
love of G‑d, Torah and fellow Jews. Consistent “immersion” in this type of setting will facilitate the
purification of one’s personal “vessel” from the contamination of the evil inclination, thus enabling
the person to fill it with healthy behavior patterns.
Just as one treatment is not enough to purify recycled objects, so too with our spiritual cleansing.
Upon arising each morning, one must reestablish contact with the Creator and infuse one’s self with
warmth and enthusiasm in personal service to G‑d through the learning of Torah and fulfillment of
the mitzvos.
FOOTNOTES
1.
Koheles Rabbah 4:13.
____________________
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Tu B’Av: The Symbolic Rationale for Destroying the Scythe”
(Lubavitcher Rebbe Sicha on Tu B’Av - larger font on top of pages)
The minor Jewish holiday, Tu B'Av [the 15th of the month of Av] is described as"the day of the
breaking of the scythe" because, as the Gemara relates, from this date onward, no more trees
were cut down, and therefore it was called the “celebration for the trees.”
The Sicha asks: “Why did they need to break the scythe?” Does this not constitute ba’al tash'chis
[needless waste]?* Even if you argue that it was used for holy purposes, and not the mundane,
could it not be used for the following year's cutting of wood for the mizbe’ach [altar in the
temple]? Why destroy the axe?
The Rebbe answers by referring to the issur [prohibition] of metal touching the stones of the
mizbe’ach "for metal was created to shorten the life of humankind**, while the mizbe’ach was
created “to lengthen life."
Rav Menashya says: Here, when they stopped cutting wood, [we learn a similar lesson], and this
is the specific teaching of Tu B’Av: The purpose of the construction of the Beis HaMikdash [and
the Mizbe’ach and Korbonos [sacrifices] offered thereupon), is Arichut Yamim [ אריכות ימיםto
lengthen life] and this was [in part] expressed and illustrated with the breaking of the scythe,
which we can see in the literal sense! The Rebbe adds that there is precisely no issue with ba’al
tash'chis, because the intention in those instances is destructive and belittling. Here, the
rationale is constructive and purposeful, to lengthen life.
____
*Translated here to refer to the prohibition of creating needless waste which stems from the
laws about destroying fruit trees.
**Weapons are crafted from metal.
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Bloodlust and Sport Hunting
Excerpt from 15 Shevat 5732
Sometimes, a Jew feels as if they are the underdog, are jealous; and may say: Humankind can eat
whatever they want, and have an enjoyment in eating, and [taken to the extreme], when – in the event
that – they kill a person, not only do they sleep peacefully, but even furthermore, they brag around that
they have killed such-and-such amount of people.
They have a “rifle,” and so they go into the forest to shoot birds and animals. Who are you to be a
shooter?! A living creature is walking, and wants to live, but you – you have nothing to do, and you are
seeking some activity with which to lessen the boredom.
You want to take away the boredom? Bang your head into the wall! Oh, but to bang one’s head into the
wall causes pain. So, they come to an awareness: They will learn how to hold a rifle, aim correctly and
shoot the target. Oh, and who will they shoot at? Not themselves, but on an animal in the wild!
Now they – if it would be up to them – also would shoot humans, but then they would be placed in jail,
so instead they go to the forest and shoot an animal, which is not something they will have to be
incarcerated for.
This, despite the fact that it is something that has no place in humanity; For, how could you dare take an
animal and inflict pain on it, maiming it or killing it, for no benefit to be derived? Not because you want
to eat of its meat; the sole benefit is this: Since they have accomplished all they need to, and they have
nothing more to do, so then they take a group of friends – boorish and impetuous people like
themselves – and they go out to the field and forest and shoot!
And still, the “order of society” is such that they do not tell them that this is out of line of civilized
people. It is further not considered a felony, not even a petty one, but to the contrary: They say
“Ooh-aah, they are great hunters!”
How do they know that they are great hunters? – Because when one enters their room, they see on this
wall is mounted the head of one animal they killed, and on that wall – the head of another animal they
killed, and so forth.
What is the “greatness” of this?! G-d created you with intellect, so that you should utilize it to build and
develop the world, and here you take this G-dly gift and use it to learn how to damage and destroy. You
do not just suffice with study alone, but you utilize the wisdom, money, and energies that G-d granted
you, in order to go out and find an animal, that does not have the ability to stand up against you, and
you demonstrate an antic that you will damage it – either maiming it or killing it.
Therefore, when a Jew, who has the ability to learn G-d’s Torah and bring justice and integrity to the
world, sees a human being who has killed so many beasts and fowl, after successfully killing them on the
first shot, then becomes broken-spirited, thinking, I’m “one who sits in the tent” and can learn Torah,
but then when it is “time” to destroy the world – they are not capable of doing so!
(The Rebbe then connects this theme to the current events of the Mi’hu Yehudi [Who is a Jew]
campaign and how Jews need to recognize that they are not any less worthy than other human
beings.]
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The truth is, “[G-d] has chosen us from all the nations”: The “greatness,” as it were, [differentiates the
Jewish People]: Human beings can kill animals; and already with the first bullet, without any extra effort,
being as they have dedicated some 20 years of skill in learning how to kill animals in the wild. But by the
Jewish nation there is a Scriptural prohibition to endanger a living creature, even when it comes to flies
and mosquitoes, unless it is in regard to a danger, and not to simply kill an animal for one’s enjoyment.
How can you hurt one of G-d’s creations?! Does the fact that we are talking here of a wild animal, which
cannot stand up against people give permission to endanger it, to render it maimed or even to take
away its life?!
And it is not only so by an animal, but even by a blade of grass; as the known story with my
father-in-law, the Previous Rebbe, together with his father, the Rebbe Rashab: They were once walking
on a stroll, and amidst contemplating the deep words of Chassidus that his father was discussing with
him, the Previous Rebbe tore off a blade of grass or a leaf from a tree, and crushed it in his hands. His
father – whilst conversing in Chassidus – stopped, and spoke to him, calling him by name: How can you
purposelessly tear out grass?!
There, it was not an animal, but just vegetation, and not even consciously or intentionally, but just while
carried away in thoughts of Torah!
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ADDRESS TO NSHEI
Sichos in English
Convention of N’Shei uBnos Chabad, 25th Day of Iyar, 5747 (1987); Free translation from the talks of the
Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem M. Schneerson
https://www.sie.org/templates/sie/article_cdo/aid/2508097/jewish/Convention-of-NShei-uBnos-Chaba
d-25th-Day-of-Iyar-5747-1987.htm
1. Shabbos Mevarchim Sivan [the shabbat preceding the new month of Sivan] carries with it aspects that
are common to every Shabbos Mevarchim, as well as unique facets which come to the fore only during
the month of Sivan. Every Shabbos Mevarchim is associated with the general theme of Rosh Chodesh
which encompasses the principle of renewal. This idea is often applied to a person’s Divine service,
through the dictum: ‘Every day they [the teachings of the Torah] should be to you as something new.’
(Rashi, Devarim 26:16) When something is novel it awakens greater enthusiasm and excitement and it is
performed with special affection.
On the one hand Torah is changeless and eternal (the opposite of ‘new’), as the Rambam declares in the
13 Principles of Faith (see Tanya, ch. 17). So that even in a temporal, changing and limited world, the
Torah remains constant, timeless, consistent and unvarying. This is its eternal power.
Human nature relates to something timeless with a feeling of ennui — so here it could happen that one
might approach Torah in a humdrum way, without feeling or enthusiasm. For this reason it is necessary
to emphasize that in fact Torah is like something new everyday. We begin by saying that the ‘ageless’
Torah is ‘like’ something new (see Shulchan Aruch HaRav, Orach Chayim 61:2), and then it is explained
that the Torah is ‘actually’ and truly new.
This connotation of Rosh Chodesh is tangible and comprehensible even to small children. By stressing
the newness and freshness of Torah and mitzvahs and all areas of Divine service it will engender a
proper enthusiasm and energetic affection.
The specific theme of Rosh Chodesh Sivan is clearly stated in Scripture:
In the third month after the Israelites left Egypt, on the first of the month, they came to the
desert of Sinai...Israel camped opposite the mountain. (Shmos 19:1-2)
The special quality of Rosh Chodesh Sivan as explained by Rashi (loc. cit.), is that on that day the Jewish
people camped ‘as one person with one heart (mind).’ On the day the Jewish people reached the desert
of Sinai they also attained a state of unity and cooperation — ‘as one person.’ This attitude was so
pervasive that the Torah used the singular verb ‘Vayichan’ to describe their encampment opposite
Mount Sinai.
Coming away from the holiday of Lag BaOmer it is appropriate for us to point out an association
between this aspect of Jewish unity with Lag BaOmer which was the day on which the students of Rabbi
Akiva stopped dying. The plague was averted by virtue of the fact that on that day they finally reached
the ultimate understanding of their teacher’s dictum that ‘Love your neighbor as yourself is an
important rule in Torah.’
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It is more than just an important rule of Torah, it is the whole Torah, as Hillel said: ‘...that is the whole
Torah, while the rest is commentary thereof; go and learn it.’ (Shabbos 31a) When you have Ahavas
Yisrael [love of each other] you have the totality of Torah; you must only go out to study and explain it.
More profoundly, the unanimity of the Jewish people as a prerequisite for Matan Torah, the receiving of
the Torah may also be viewed independently, as an isolated incident.
On the first night of Passover at the Seder we proclaim:
If G-d had brought us before Mount Sinai, and had not given us the Torah, Dayeinu, it would
have sufficed us. (Haggadah)
This clearly indicates that the encampment opposite Mount Sinai, in and of itself, would have sufficed to
accomplish great things for the Jewish people. In fact, it may be compared to the next verse in the
Haggadah which proclaims:
If G-d had given us the Torah and had not brought us into Eretz Yisrael, the Land of Israel,
Dayeinu. (Ibid.)
Thus, our encampment near Sinai was tantamount to the giving of the Torah itself. Clearly, Jewish unity
of and by itself is intrinsically and essentially a lofty goal and one to be pursued and attained.
Since these statements are to be found in the Haggadah which is read on the night of Pesach, when it is
incumbent upon every parent to teach even their youngest child— the one who knows not how to ask
— it is clear that this concept can be understood even by a young child.
Everyone believes in G‑d’s unity: ‘Hear O Israel the L‑rd is our G‑d the L‑rd is One.’ In fact, we are all
‘believers, the children of believers.’ (Shabbos 97a) When we want to unite with G‑dliness, we must
clearly exhibit those attributes in which we will find affinity for G‑d — the Holy One, Blessed be G-d, in
the perfect unity, and so we must exhibit unity — one people with One G‑d. Even a small child can grasp
this and definitely understand that disunity must be banned.
Therefore, our unity as the first of Sivan brought us to unite with G‑d’s unity — is why this experience
alone would have sufficed.
In practical terms, on this Shabbos when the blessing is extended to [the date of] Rosh Chodesh of Sivan,
everyone must accept good resolutions on the subject of Rosh Chodesh Sivan, in Ahavas Yisrael [loving
one another] and Jewish unity as they stand alone and are not directly related to Matan Torah [receiving
the Torah]. And although this applies all year round it is more appropriate to increase, qualitatively and
quantitatively, in connection with Rosh Chodesh Sivan. For on that day Jewish unity once again is
renewed and invigorated as we relive once again past experiences and make Torah new for us now.
How can this be accomplished?
When Torah expects something then G‑d gives us the ability to do it, for the Holy One, Blessed be G-d,
only requests us to do that which is within our own power to do.
In this context the Midrash relates:
Who has given Me anything beforehand.... Who made a Mezuzah for My sake before I provided
a house. (Vayikra Rabbah 27:2)
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The meaning of this Midrash is clear, first G‑d gives us the wherewithal and then we are able to fulfill
mitzvahs. When the home has a mezuzah, then G‑d’s protection is afforded to all the inhabitants of the
house whether at home or away. So, when Torah demands stronger Ahavas Yisrael we definitely have
the power to carry out the Torah’s demands.
May we advance from, ‘being brought close to Sinai’ on Rosh Chodesh to:
..and brought us into Eretz Yisrael and built for us the Bais HaBechirah to atone for all our sins.
(Haggadah)
That will be the time of complete repentance, when the sins are converted to merits — a new form of
merit. So that the penitents will stand on a pedestal, even loftier than the righteous.
Then Mashiach will effect the same elevation of repentance also for the righteous, ‘and your nation are
all righteous.’ (Sanhedrin 90a)
We will then see the ‘new Torah’ — speedily and truly in our time.

2. This year Shabbos Mevarchim Sivan occurs on the Shabbos when we read the double portion of
Behar-Bechukosai. Since these are two distinct portions that are combined and read as one, it follows
that we may draw a lesson from each portion individually, as well as from the combined reading.
The general themes of Behar and Bechukosai have been discussed in the past and within those
interpretations there is room for further analysis and exposition.
Chassidic philosophy metaphorically compares the rising inanimate mountains to the aspect of growth.
Since the planet Earth has a completeness and all-encompassing potential, it follows that there must be
an aspect of living growth even in the mineral composition of the earth. This is personified by the
mountains which lift themselves and rise above the valleys and plains.
At first glance this analogy seems misplaced, for in nature we see the opposite phenomenon, that the
forces of natural erosion work most effectively on mountains. Rain, mountain streams and erosive winds
work steadily to erode and wear down a mountain. So much so, that man must implement all sorts of
protective measures to keep the ecology of the mountains balanced.
Scientific knowledge and empirical evidence aside, we have a Scriptural source for the diminution of
mountains:
A great and strong wind shattered the mountains. (I Melachim 19:11)
Thus, the erosion of mountains is well documented. Where do we find the growth of mountains, which
gave the mountains the attribute of ‘vegetation’?
Let us investigate and analyze the evidence. How in fact do winds erode mountains? A flat plain presents
little resistance to wind. Not so a hill, which feels the full brunt of a gusting wind and will therefore be
eroded by the wind.
Herein lies the solution to our problem, for the same wind that erodes one hill will also deposit the
airborne sand and earth on another mountain. When the wind flows along a flat plain nothing opposes it
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and nothing is deposited. When it reaches a hill which interferes with the air flow, needless to say, the
sand settles down and is added to the mass of the mountain — so the mountain grows.
Consequently, the wind influences the mountain in two ways: It ‘shatters the mountains’ and it makes
the mountains grow. As a result there are two types of mountains — growing mountains and
diminishing hills.
In a person’s Divine service this would be analogous to the attribute of loftiness which could express
itself in two ways: A) negatively — haughtiness and bragging which must be eliminated; or, B) positively
— a loftiness which is used to strengthen all aspects of holiness.
When a ‘mountain’ represents pride and self-importance, it is the source of all evil and it must be
destroyed. We must see the connection between pride and erosion; the mountain is shattered and a
‘spirit’ of G‑dliness is engendered to overpower the haughtiness.
On the other hand, when dealing with others one must engage the feeling of pride in order to increase
good accomplishments, for when a highly respected person speaks to another Jew their influence is
much greater and they will surely be successful.
Bechukosai, etymologically, is associated with the concept of ‘engraving’ and has the connotation of
something rock-solid and changeless. It may also be associated with the ‘Chukim’ statutes of the Torah
which we perform even though they are supralogical. This, too, indicates strength and uniformity.
The result is that ‘Behar’ indicates change, as exemplified by growth, while Bechukosai indicates
consistency and unvarying continuity.
The combination of the two teaches us to grow in matters of solid consistency, just as the mountain
rises over the plain.
This is the meaning of the Talmudic adage: scholars have no rest for they strive from height to height. If
the Holy One, Blessed be G-d, gives you another day, you must utilize it to rise to a loftier position.
The same combination works in the reverse. The growth phenomenon (Behar) which is constantly
changing, must also incorporate Bechukosai — this will be true when the growth will be consistent and
after reaching loftier pinnacles -- there will be no backsliding.
On this thought we might draw an illustration from the case of forgetting one’s studies. The Mishnah
admonishes us:
Whoever forgets anything of his Torah learning, Scripture considers it as if they were guilty of a
mortal sin. (Avos 3:8)
Why is this seen as so grave an infraction? After all, a person may still remember all the rest of their
learning — they have forgotten but one lesson! Can they be judged guilty of capital punishment when all
the rest of the Torah is ‘ one’s life and the length of one’s days’?
The Mishnah, however, is dealing with the altruistic state of true unity of the Jewish soul and Torah —
only then is Torah truly the ‘life’ of the Jewish soul — that state of unity is adulterated if a person forgets
even one part of their Torah learning. If Torah is really the essential life how can one allow oneself to
dissolve their connection with even one part of Torah? If one does forget, it proves that the attachment
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was not intrinsic, and therefore the Torah is really not one’s life — if so, by deliberately forgetting, the
Torah is no longer their life, and by not reviewing enough] one can be guilty of mortal sin.
Similarly in our case, after ‘growing’ up you must remain tall and lofty and not forget or fall back.
Now, since we read Behar-Bechukosai on Shabbos Mevarchim Sivan, the lesson of the Torah portion
must be applied first and foremost to the Divine service of Sivan — specifically the Ahavas Yisrael [love]
and Jewish unity alluded to in the verse ‘and Israel encamped’ — ‘as person man with one mind’; as well
as the necessary preparations to receive the Torah.
It is appropriate also to mention among the preparations for the Season of the Giving of our Torah, that
everyone, including small children, should attend synagogue on the morning of Shavuos and hear the
reading of the Ten Commandments.
The study of Tikkun on the night of Shavuos is also a form of preparation for Matan Torah, since we
study all branches of Torah.
All this should follow the system of Behar-Bechukosai — growth with changelessness. The new
Torah-forces of the Season of the Giving of Our Torah will affect growth in the daily acceptance of Torah
as expressed in the daily blessing for Torah, and may it lead to the fulfillment of:
May it be Your will, ...that the Bais HaMikdash will be speedily rebuilt in our days, and grant us
our position in Your Torah!
So may it be truly and speedily in our days.

3. The beginning of the portion Behar deals with the laws of Shemitah and Yovel. Scripture also
admonishes us to observe the laws of the Torah:
Keep My decrees and safeguard My laws. If you keep them, you will live in the land securely.
(Vayikra 25:18)
On the words ‘you will live in the land securely,’ Rashi writes:
[It states this] because as a punishment for the sin of neglecting the laws of Shemitah Israel
becomes exiled, as it is said, ‘[and I will disperse you among the nations...] Then shall the land
make up for the Sabbatical years...even then make up for her Sabbatical years, [that she has not
observed].’ The seventy years of the Babylonian exile were indeed a punishment corresponding
to the seventy Sabbatical years which they had neglected. (Rashi, loc. cit.)
On this Rashi commentary a question was raised: In the plain meaning of the verse why is it necessary to
speak of the seventy years of exile?
However, there is actually a more important question on this Rashi which no one has noticed.
Since the reward discussed in the latter part of the verse depends upon the proper conduct described in
the former part of the verse — ‘keep My decrees and safeguard My laws’ — the problem is: why does
Rashi connect this with the sin of not observing shemitah? The verse clearly speaks of all the mitzvahs in
the Torah, not just shemitah.
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It is strange that no one thought of this point.
Perhaps they were sidetracked by a comment of R. Eliyahu Mizrachi or Sifsei Chachamim which assumes
that the ‘decrees’ and ‘laws’ referred to here are only the ones dealing with Shemitah. For if not, why
would it be mentioned here?
This approach is off track, because Rashi teaches the plain meaning of every verse and the simple
meaning of ‘My decrees and laws’ is, all the laws of Torah, not only the laws of Shemitah. Should you
respond and say that in the context of the Shemitah laws these words could mean only the Shemitah
decree, then we may prove it otherwise by quoting the previous Rashi, where he clearly interprets the
verse as dealing with a law not connected to Shemitah:
Here Scripture warns against vexing by words “...one should not...give...advice which is unfitting…”.
(Ibid. verse 17)
Moreover, if this verse dealt only with the context of Shemitah, Rashi should tell us this, since it would
be an exception to the general rule.
Although many of the Rashi annotators allude to these points, they all suggest interpretations relying
heavily on halachic, esoteric, or Midrashic views. We must understand Rashi from the viewpoint of the
plain meaning of Scripture.
The explanation is as follows.
When five-year-old Chumash students learn the verse: ‘You will live in the land securely,’ they are
puzzled. While it is true that observance of the statutes and laws of the Torah bring the reward of a
secure life in Eretz Yisrael, there is, however, always the possibility that one’s sins will upset the
equation. As Rashi related about Jacob, he feared that from the time he was given the promise of G‑d’s
Providence — his sins had neutralized his good credit and he would not receive his reward. So, too,
here. Who can guarantee that in fact we will live securely on the land?
We must therefore seek some special act in whose merit the secure borders will be guaranteed even in
the case of sin. Here Rashi says that the observance of Shemitah fits the bill, as expressed in the verses
quoted.
Now, five-year-old Chumash students have not learned about the Babylonian exile, so they will however
ask their teacher about it and will be told that when the Jewish people lived in Eretz Yisrael they
transgressed many sins and they were exiled. Yet, the main cause of the exile was the non-observance
of 70 Shemitahs, and if they had only neglected 69 Shemitah years instead of 70, then the exile would
have lasted only 69 years. Thus, although they may be guilty of other sins, if they had observed Shemitah
properly then they would have remained securely on the land.
Now we will understand the meaning of the verse: ‘Keep My decrees and safeguard My laws.’ This refers
to the observance of all the mitzvos — including the laws of Shemitah! And then, ‘you will dwell securely
on the land,’ because of the merit of Shemitah, even if there should be a presence of sins from other
areas. For only Shemitah causes exile. The proof is the seventy years of exile — matched to the seventy
non-Shemitahs. Consequently, if they will observe the Shemitah then they will not be exiled during this
Shemitah cycle and they will dwell securely.
With this in mind we may also explain the following verse: ‘The land will produce its fruit...thus living
securely in [the land].’ (Ibid.; verse 19) What is the intention of this redundancy? Rashi explains that now
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Scripture speaks of the future and assures us not to worry. Here, however, the fear should not be about
a time of famine — which might come as a result of other sins. Why not assure us not to worry about
exile?
The problem is that to ensure the future against exile depends on the future observance of Shemitah,
which depends on all Jewish people, while the assurance against famine applies to each person
individually. If you observe Torah and mitzvahs then you are assured of not being stricken with famine
— while someone else may suffer from famine because they were not observant. Exile, however, affects
the whole nation at once, as a unit, and it may come about because of the sinfulness of only a segment
of the community.
Therefore, one who follows G‑d’s statutes will be secure in the land but might still be concerned about
the future; on the other hand if each person fulfills their religious obligations they need not worry about
famine in their fields in the future.
***
4. In the section of Rambam’s Mishnah Torah studied today, the Rambam discusses a general rule in the
law of Treifah.
One may not, under any circumstances, add to this list of causes of treifah, for in the case of any other
defect in an animal, beast or bird, beyond those which the Sages of former generations have
enumerated, and to which the contemporary Israelite courts of law have given their assent, it is possible
for the animal to go on living, even if our own medical knowledge assures us that it cannot eventually
survive. (Laws of Shemitah 12:12)
A specific example of this rule was mentioned earlier in the Rambam, where the halachah [Jewish law]
permits a condition that medical science says will not live:
An animal...whose kidneys have been removed, is permitted. (Ibid. 8:25)
This means that Halachah rules that this condition is not fatal, while veterinary medicine says it is.
The Rambam goes on to say:
Conversely, as regards the defects which the Sages have enumerated, concerning which they
have said that they render the animal treifah, even if it should appear from our present
knowledge of medicine that some of them are not fatal and that the animal can survive them,
one must go only by what the sages have enumerated, as it is said, ‘according to the law which
they shall teach you.’ (Devarim 7:11) (Ibid. 10:13)
The Rogatchover Gaon explains the Rambam’s approach like this: In the laws concerning forbidden
foods the Rambam said, ‘Every disease (or wound) which, if it afflicts an animal, makes it impossible for
the animal to survive, renders it treifah.’ (4:9) This means that the disease or wound we diagnose is a
sign of some inner fallibility in the animal and it will not live. However, this condition of treifah — fatal
sickness — is not the reason or cause for the animal to be prohibited — it is rather, merely, a sign of the
condition which brings it into the category of prohibited foods. If so, we do not have a cause and effect
situation here and there may be exceptions to the rules. So, some cases of halachic treifah may actually
live — while some cases of halachically healthy and permitted animals will actually die.
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From a more esoteric vantage point we may say that the laws of treifah are not determined by biological
empiricism because Torah rules the world and can shape and modify the corporeal existence.
Consequently, we must look to the rule of Torah law to determine the reality of what is kosher and what
is not.
What may we learn from this discussion? When dealing with questions of human health there may be
times when a doctor gives a negative prognosis, G‑d forbid. Do not be shaken by these words for the
doctor does not have the power to truly ascertain what will be — the Torah controls the world.
While it is true that in matters of health and healing we must follow the advice and directives of the
doctors, we must nevertheless remember that the true cure comes from the Holy One, Blessed be G-d,
and it is G‑d who gives the power of healing to the doctor. So, when the doctor voices a negative
opinion we must remember that their opinion is non-binding and G‑d (Torah) gives the final ruling.
What does Torah say? ‘If you follow My statutes and observe My commandments’ then ‘I will give you
rain in the right season’ meaning all material, corporeal, matters will be right and well, with good health,
for many long, good years.
Thus, the Torah makes this rule very clear and the great codifiers express it very succinctly: when we
fulfill Torah and mitzvahs we merit the blessings of the Holy One, Blessed be G-d, in all our needs,
children, health and long life, and abundant prosperity; all in great abundance, including the concluding
blessing, ‘I will lead you with your head held high.’ Long life and good years. ‘LeChaim U’l’brachah!’ [To
life and blessings!].

***
5. In chapter five of Pirkei Avos [Ethics of Our Fathers] we find the Mishnah:
Ten things were created on Erev Shabbos at twilight. They are: The opening of the earth [to
swallow Korach]; the mouth of the well [in the wilderness]; the mouth of the donkey [of
Bilaam];.... Some say also...the ram of Avraham our father. (Avos 5:6)
What lesson could this information have for us in ‘matters of greater piety,’ which is the point of view of
Avos?
Earlier in chapter five of Avos we learned of the Ten Divine Utterances which G‑d used to create the
world; certainly an edifying fact, but, also applicable to a person’s Divine service, for as Avos itself
explained:
..to bestow ample reward upon the righteous who sustain the world which was created by ten
utterances. (Ibid.:1)
Likewise in the case of the ten generations from Adam to Noah and from Noach to Abraham, we are
informed: ‘to indicate how great is G-d’s patience.’ (Ibid.:2)
Later teachings also analyze certain phenomena in light of one’s duty to increase pious conduct, but the
ten things created on Friday at dusk are not presented in that light.
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The fact that these items were created at sunset on Friday should actually bear some special lesson, for
they could have been created earlier. Take for example the donkey and the ram. R. Ovadia Bartenura
explains that the donkey and ram were not actually born at that time and continued to live until
Abraham’s time and Bilaam’s time. Rather, the G‑dly decree that a ram should be caught in the thicket
and that Bilaam’s donkey should talk was given at the time of dusk on Friday. This did not have to be so,
for in the case of the Red Sea our sages tell us G‑d ordained at the time of the formation of the oceans
that the Red Sea should split when the Jews would have to cross it.
So, too, the ‘mouth’ of the donkey and the ‘caught’ ram could have been ‘programmed’ at the moment
of creation of those species and not on Friday night. If in fact they were created at a special time we
should be enlightened as to the lesson to be learned.
Metaphorically speaking, we find ourselves at the time of dusk, for all indications are that we are at the
‘footsteps of Mashiach’ and ‘all the predetermined times have lapsed.’ Mashiach should have come
yesterday, or the day before that. Certainly, we are very close to the redemption time, the eve of the
day of complete rest and eternal peace. May this discussion bring the desired redemption which will be
quickened by our good actions and Divine service, especially in matters of material and spiritual
tzedakah w
 hich bring the redemption closer.
The lesson we glean from this Mishnah is really clear. Here we see how vitally important it is to
appreciate and value every moment, and even when you have only one minute at your disposal, and the
available moment is ‘at the eve of Shabbos, at dusk’ — which may already project it into the realm of
the sanctity and other-worldliness of Shabbos — you must still utilize the moment to accomplish
something in this world. This we learn from G‑d’s actions, for on Friday at nightfall ten additional things
were created.
Why ten? To reflect all of creation which was made with ten Divine Utterances. And, even though all of
creation actually took six days — here ten items were created instantaneously.
And although the creation of the world had to come by means of the Ten Utterances associated with the
Ten attributes (sefiros), the creations of Friday evening included more than ten items (according to the
second and third opinions in the Mishnah) for in this moment even more may be accomplished.
It should be noted that according to the second opinion in the Mishnah the ‘spirits of destruction’ were
also created then, we see that even they are absorbed into the holiness of Shabbos and are
disempowered.
And through our efforts and Divine service at the time of the close of the galus[exile] i n accordance with
the teaching of R. Yehudah b. Temah:
Be bold as a leopard, light as an eagle, swift as a deer and strong as a lion to carry out the will of
your Father in heaven, (Ibid.:20)
We will merit very soon the fulfillment of our wish ‘that the Bais HaMikdash be built speedily in our
days.’
Then, too, will we attain the fulfillment of another dictum in this chapter of Avos: ‘Commensurate with
the painstaking effort is the reward.’ (Ibid.:21)
And G‑d will bequeath to us all that we need to properly fulfill all the mitzvahs.
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ר״ח סיון
די הויפט־טעמע פון דער היי טיקער קא ווע שאן איז  -״טוב לשמים וטוב
לבריות״ :״זיין גוט צום אויבערשטך ,טאן זאכן צוליב דעם אויבערשטן פירן זיר ווי
דער אויבערשטער האט א געזאגט :״וטוב לבריות״  -און זיין גוט צו מע טשן ,און
אויך צו אלע באשעפע ישן ,ווי דאס ווארט ״בריות״ ווערט אפטמאל געטייטשט.
)אזוי ווי ס׳ווערט דערציילט וועגן גדולי ישראל ,ווי שטארק זיי זיי ען געווען
אפגעהיט אין צער בעלי־חיים  -יט צו פארשאפן קיין ליידן צו קיין שום
לעבעדיקער באשעפע יש; און יט אר צו א בעל־חי ,אר אויך צו א ״צומח״  -יט
צו קאליע מאכן א געוויקם)אפרייסן ,צום ביישפיל ,א ״לעבעדיק״ בלעטל פון א בוים
אומ ויטיקערהייט( ,וואם דאס איז אויך איי געשלאסן אי עם א זאג פון ״בל תשחית״,
יט צו פארדארבן סתם א זאך וואט דער אויבערשטער האט באשאפן(.
וויבאלד ״טוב לשמים וטוב לבריות״ איז דורך אידישע טעכטער בהשגחה
פרטית אויסגעקליבן געווארן ווי א הויכפו קט פון זייער צוזאמע קום ,איז דאס גופא
א באווייז ,אז אין דעם ליגט א ספעציעלע הוראה און וועגווייזו ג אין לעבן פון אידן
און אידישקייט ,לויט תורת ו תורת־חיים וועלכע איו א לעבעדיקע לערע אין
טאג־טעגלעכער פירו ג פון אידן.
אין פלוג קען מען פרעגן :אין וואם דריקט זיר אוים די תורה׳דיק־אידישע
אויסגעצייכ טקייט פון א פירו ג וואס איז ״גוט צום אויבערשטן און גוט צו
מע טשן״? דאם זיי ען דאר פליכטן און פאדערו גען ,וואס זיי ען א גע ומען אויר
בא א דערע פעלקער! מיר געפי ען דאר ,אז צווישן די זיבן מצוות וואם דער
אויבערשטער האט א געזאגט צו די ״ב י ח״)צו אל ע מע טשן אויף דער וועלט(
זיי ען פאראן אט די ביידע סארטן געבאטן  -פליכטן צום אויבערשטן און פליכטן
צו מע טשן .צום ביישפיל; די מצוה פון גלייבן אין דעם אויבערשטן און יט די ען
עבודה־זרה :ווי אויר די מצוה פון ״גזל״)און ״די ים״(  -זיין אפגעהיט פון ג ב׳ע ען,
גזל ׳ען און שעדיקן א צווייטן מע טשן  -און אט די צוויי גרו ט מצוות)וואס זיי ען
וועלט־געבאטן פאר דער גא צער מע טשהייט( זיי ען דאר פו דאמע טאלע פאר
אלע א דערע מצוות פון ביידע קאטעגאריעס ,פון ״בין אדם למקום״ און ״בין אדם
לחברו״ :און אין שפיאר פון קא ווע שאן סיסמא )מאטא( :״טוב לשמים״ און ״טוב
לבריות״.
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